Fragrance Name

Scent Description

A Thousand Wishes
Acorn Harvest

A sparkling white wine with whispers of wild jasmine and peony on a
soothing base of amber, sandalwood and musk. Inspired by the BBW®
scent.
is a warm earthy nutty aroma with rich buttery vanilla notes

Amber Romance

a rich combination of amber, African vanilla, and musk with a faint
undertone of black cherry.

Apple Butter Caramel

is the tender sun kissed florals of heliotrope and jasmine, softly blended
with woody violet and herbaceous anise to create a cozy scent of pure
comfort.
is an amazing combination of the following aromatic notes to make apple
butter caramel fragrance truly fantastic: McIntosh apple, steamed milk,
pure sugar, caramel candy, toffee pudding, apple butter, fresh nutmeg,
vanilla bean, and soft musk.

Apple Cinnamon (Body Safe)

The aroma of a red juicy McIntosh apple, sprinkled with fresh ground
cinnamon sticks.

Apple Cinnamon (Not Body Safe)

wonderful blend of apples and cinnamon without an overkill of bakery
base notes, our apple cinnamon fragrance oil is just for you! The aroma
of a red juicy McIntosh apple, sprinkled with fresh ground cinnamon sticks

Apple Jack
Apricot

wonderful aroma of fresh peeled apples with zesty top notes of lemon and
grapefruit, middle notes of peach, orange, cinnamon and clove. Sitting on
base notes of maple, vanilla, cream, and musk.
the aroma of ripened fresh apricots.

Aqua di gio

Both masculine and aquatic, this fragrance opens with a fresh ocean
breeze, then becomes mingled with coastal sandalwood. Inspired by the
Armani® cologne for men

Aspen Winter

is the aroma of crisp citrus notes intertwining with an abundance of warm
winter spices of clove and cinnamon, sitting on a dry down of sweet
vanilla.

Autumn Magic

Autumn magic starts with top notes of lemon and apple; followed by
middle notes of anise, cinnamon, and ginger; sitting on well-rounded base
notes of woods, musk, and vanilla.

Autumn Woods

is a walk in the woods with the smell of crisp leaves under foot and fresh
pine with berries falling off the trees.

Amish Quilt

NOT BODY SAFE

Bacon

Real Bacon

Balsam & Cedar

A camphoraceous woody blend of pine, eucalyptus, cedarwood; finished
with sweet balsam. This fragrance is composed of top notes of orange,
raspberry, and plum; middle notes of lily, carnation, and hyacinth; base
notes of balsam, pine, eucalyptus, and cedarwood.

Banana Nut Bread

the aroma of freshly baked banana nut bread. Not too nutty, with plenty of
creamy, ripened banana

Bay Rum

West Indies bay leaf, spices, and Jamaican rum, combine to give the bay
rum fragrance its distinctive woody, sweet, and spicy scent

Beautiful Day

day-dreamy blend of daisies, pink peonies, sun-kissed apples & sparkling
cassis

Beer

combined notes of malt liquor and hops with fruity notes of strawberry,
pineapple, apple, and raspberry.

Bermuda Triangle

An excellent blend of cantaloupe, honeydew, and watermelon; with citrus
top notes of mandarin, tangerine, grapefruit and lime; with just a hint of
juicy McIntosh apples.

Berry Vanilla Bean

A sultry blend of blackberry, pear, and orange with light notes of jasmine
and creamy vanilla.

Berryflirt

Voluptuous red berries flirt with blonde woods for a fragrance that will
make you swoon!

Bet Your Butterscotch

fragrance that captures the goodness of sweet, creamy, delicious
butterscotch candy wrapped in bright golden foil.

Bite Me
Black Cherrybomb

Fresh citrus notes of lime and orange sparkle with effervescent highlights
as they lead to a luscious blend of berry and cherry in this playful scent.
Leafy green accents add intensity as a base of vanilla creates sweet
tones for the fragrance.
A delightful black cherry aroma that is not too sickening sweet.

Black Linen & Amber

a unisex fragrance that begins with top notes of fresh cotton and crisp
ozonic notes; followed by middle notes of white blossoms; well rounded
with base notes of cashmere, amber, musk, and patchouli.

Black Ops

an oriental, alluring, masculine aroma that begins with citrus top notes of
bergamot, and fresh lemon; leading to a middle note of olive flower; and
sitting on base notes of Amber,Tonka bean and Guiac woods. This scent
smells similar to the Black Code fragrance.

Black Raspberry Vanilla

an enticing blend of blackberries and raspberries, with middle notes of
white floral greenery, and bottom notes of musk and vanilla.

Blue Hawaiian

mouth-watering top notes of juicy orange, lemon, and maraschino
cherries; followed by tangy pineapple, acai berry, and sea spray; well
rounded with base notes of sweet coconut, vanilla rum, and fresh
ozonic notes.

Blue Sugar

a rich Woodsy, Sensual Aromatic Scent blended with a combination of
mandarin orange and bergamot,coriander, patchouli, lavender, licorice
and cotton candy,vanilla bean, anise and cedar. The women will love your
smell.

Blueberry Muffin

a fresh blueberry scent. Single note of blueberries. Great for customers
who desire a straight blueberry scent
the aroma of a freshly baked blueberry muffin. Top notes of juicy tart
blueberries with orange zests, middle notes of butter cake, and base
notes of vanilla and almond. One of the strongest fragrances that we
carry!

Brown Sugar & Fig
Bubblegum
Buttercream

composed of top notes of fresh figs, peaches, and passion fruit; followed
by middle notes of coconut milk, vanilla orchid, jasmine, muguet, and
freesia; well-balanced with base notes of vanilla beans, caramel, maple
sugar, fig leaves, and musk.
an aroma of a sweet, juicy childhood bubblegum.
The aroma of buttery, buttercream frosting with hints of vanilla.

Candy Apple

that begins with top notes of crispy apple, pineapple, and zests of orange;
followed by middle notes of neroli and cinnamon; embodied with
base notes of sandalwood, fresh musk, bamboo, and patchouli.

Cannabis Rose
Caramel Apple

The blend of Bulgarian rose, pomegranate flower, bergamot, cannabis
accord, sheer jasmine, dark chocolate, white musk, patchouli, and oolong
tea.
the aroma of a big red juicy apple dipped in warm, buttery caramel.

Carmelized Crimson Pear
Cedarwood

is juicy, ripe crimson pears sprinkled in caramelized brown sugar with
fresh churned maple butter, drizzled with honey and vanilla creates the
recipe for this decadent blend.
is a warm earthy scent of cedar, with base notes of vanilla and musk.

Cherry Almond

his fragrance smells strongly of Cherries and Almond. Just like Cherry
Mash

Blueberry

Cherry Citrus

Fresh citrus notes of lime and orange blend with berries and cherries for
this delightful blend.

Chestnut Brown Sugar

is a succulent aroma that is reminiscent of fall time with top notes of
caramel, brown sugar, nutty characters, maple, and butter; followed by
powdery middlenotes; sitting on a fresh, full-bodied base note of chestnut.

China Rain
Chocolate

A truly refreshing, clean aroma with top notes of fresh rose petals, middle
notes of wisteria and cyclamen, bottom notes of sandalwood and vanilla.
Just like chocolate

Chocolate Covered Cherries

is the aroma of sweet maraschino cherries smothered in milk chocolate,
with a dry down of French vanilla.

Chocolate Fudge
Chokecherry

is a truly decadent temptation without the calories! Rich, dark chocolate
swirled with ribbons of buttery caramel and vanilla creme, sprinkled with
toasted almond slivers and creamy hazelnut.
A sweet cherry blend.

Cinnamon Buns

is a spicy cinnamon accord with warm nutty undertones along with the
aroma of fresh baked bread.

Clean & Fresh

There's nothing like diving into a fresh pile of warm laundry on a cool fall
day or stepping into a refreshing summer shower with your favorite bar of
soap

Coco Mango

fruity notes of mango, fresh strawberries, elderberries, and ripe papaya.
This scent is completed with rich vanilla and toasted coconut with just a
hint of soft musk.

Coconut Cabana

Coconut Cabana is a combination of just the right notes of cocoa butter
and tropical fruits.

Coconut Craziness

Coconut craziness fragrance begins with top notes of lemon, orange,
pineapple, and lime; rounded-out with middle notes of caramel and
coconut, with base notes of buttercream, coconut milk, vanilla bean, and
musk. Surfs up!

Coconut Lime

A citrus bouquet of lime, kumquat, grapefruit, lemon, with a soft floral
undertone of jasmine, on a background of musk and sandalwood.

Cognac & Cubans

The smell of money, status and masculinity are wrapped into this blend of
aromatic bergamot with fresh lemon zest spritzing a heart of velvety
cognac essences and rich, spiced tobacco leaves.
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Cool Citrus & Basil

Cool citrus & basil fragrance begins with top notes of Tunisian basil,
California orange, Italian bergamot, and Sicilian lemon oil; followed by
middle notes of damascena rose, clove bud, and ylang ylang; with base
notes of precious woods and musk.

Cool Clear Water
Cotton Candy

is classified as a refreshing, spicy, lavender, ambery fragrance. This
masculine scent possesses a blend of lavender, jasmine, oakmoss, musk
and sandalwood.
is a blend of fresh strawberry and French vanilla

Cranberry Balsam

has strong notes of fresh balsam fir needles, and hints of citrus; rose,
nutmeg and jasmine; with bold notes of tart cranberries, and fresh
greenery

Cranberry Orange

is a blend of citrus notes of orange, satsuma, yuzu, and tangerine;
followed by notes of cranberry, peach, and hints of spice.

Cranberry Woods
Creamy Coconut

is a blend of citrus notes of orange, satsuma, yuzu, and tangerine;
followed by notes of cranberry, peach, and hints of spice.
is the aroma of creamy coconut milk.

Cucumber Melon
Dead Sexy

his blend is more melon than cucumber and smells pink and fresh. A
fantastic scent for spring & summer, it is the perfect blend of Cucumber
and Melon.
Romantic & Ethereal: Deep Vanilla, Exotic Wood, White Orchid, Ebony

Deadly Weapon
Dill Pickle

A rugged and masculine scent with the perfect balance of intense spices
including black pepper, cardamom and clove with a touch of sweet
mandarin set the scene for the introduction of rich leather, smooth
frankincense and edgy woods.
Dill Pickle

Down Home Country

A fragrance that evokes the feeling of getting away to a cedar log cabin in
the woods, surrounded by nature; serenity, comfort. This powerhouse of
a fragrance is a woodsy blend of fresh cedar, true patchouli, natural
lavender, effervescent clove, and aromatic eucalyptus.

Dr. Feelgood

A sexy, masculine, animalistic fragrance oil by Natures Garden. Fresh
florals of water lily, tea rose, and jasmine come together with woods and
musk notes to make this scent a truly sensual blend.

Dude

is described as such: Crisp ozone and fresh citrus create shimmering
accents for this woody blend. Soft floral tones balance with a heart of
cedar and sandalwood, as earthy accents of patchouli and warm spicy
tones add drama. Leather and balsam combine at the base of the scent,
with hints of powdery vanilla and sweet amber to complete the sensual
sensation Dupe of Axe Phoenix

Easter Bunny Burps

vibrant blend of shimmering garden greens is highlighted with a hint of
mint for a fresh sensation. A blend of spring flowers is tucked away
among the green tones for added texture, while sandalwood creates
glowing warmth for the blend. Hints of musk finish the fragrance.

Elf Sweat

a bubbly, magical blend of candy, candy canes, candy corn, and syrup,
with effervescent spicy soda pop bubbles to provide a unique, magical top
note. Creativity and uniqueness like you've never experienced!

Enchanted Orchid

An intoxicating blend of jasmine and fresh muguet with notes of violet and
lemon intertwined.

Euclyptus Spearmint

the invigorating herbal blend of eucalyptus and spearmint with fresh citrus
lemon, lavender flowers, and a hint of sage.

Flowerbomb

Flowerbomb is the debut fragrance from Amsterdam-based design team
Viktor & Rolf. It was created by perfumers Olivier Polge, Carlos Benaim
and Domitille Bertier, and has notes of tea, bergamot, sambac jasmine,
orange tree, catleya orchid, freesia, rose, and amber, musk, and
patchouli.

Frankincense & Myrrh

is a rich combination of olibanum, myrrh, patchouli, herbaceous woodsy
pine, sheer musk, vanilla, and floral lilac notes.

French Vanilla Coffee

is a sugary, vanilla aroma with just the right amount of fresh brewed
coffee.

Fresh Bamboo
Fresh Brewed Coffee
Fresh Cut Roses
Fresh Fallen Leaves
Fresh Raspberry

is a well-balanced, green fragrance encompassing a fusion of the
following unique fragrance notes: golden bamboo, sparkling bergamot,
red grapefruit, night-blooming jasmine, cyclamen, muguet lily, and wild
grasses.
the aroma of strong black fresh brewed Arabica coffee beans.
a true, fresh-cut rose scent,
smells just like the aroma of fresh fallen leaves
a nice, strong, true fresh raspberry scent

Frost and Snowdrops

This unisex fragrance oil by Natures Garden embraces a romantic musk
& sandalwood background, while providing the aroma of delicate winter
flowers.

Frosted Pumpkin

begins with fresh top notes of citrusy lemon, leading to middle notes of
creamy pumpkin and hints of nutmeg and ginger; sitting on base notes of
maple sugar and vanilla frosting.

Frozen Margarita
Fruits & Cream

begins with top notes of essential oil of Lime and Mandarin Orange;
including notes of Southern Valencia, Lemon, and Sea Salt; followed by
middle notes of frothy iced Guava Nectar, Strawberries, and Pineapple;
all sitting on base notes of Brown Sugar, Vanilla Rum, and Musk.

Georgia Sunrise

is a refreshing combination of fresh peaches and ripened raspberries,
with a dry down of vanilla.

Gingerbread

is a spiced cookie, with a freshly baked character with hints of vanilla,
nutmeg, cinnamon and ginger.

Gingerbread Brulee

a creamy decadence of soft, spiced gingerbread and crème brulee.
Warm, nutty, buttery, and spicy with a base of creamy custard and
caramelized sugar.

Grape Soda Pop

effervescent aroma of Kyoho grapes intermingled with fresh peaches,
pineapple, raspberries, and strawberries on a dry down of vanilla.

Grapefruit Lemongrass

an eye opening blend of grapefruit and lemongrass to awaken your
senses. This fragrance has a high essential oil content.

Green Irish Tweed

A fruity top note of lemon verbena, middle notes of iris & violets & at the
base is mysore sandalwood & amber.

Happy Birthday Vanilla Cupcake

begins with top notes of creme fraiche, lemon and butter; followed
by middle notes of honey and buttercream; and well rounded with base
notes of vanilla bean and powdered sugar.

Havana Nights

A sultry and provocative blend reminiscent of a hot summer's night in a
beautiful, mysterious land. Havana Nights is a spicy floral with notes of
spiced citrus, fresh water lily, sensual jasmine petals, cedar, patchouli,
sandalwood, vanilla, dark musk, and amber.

Hawaiian Sandalwood

is a musky soft, and wonderful fragrance oil. Not a harsh fragrance as
most Sandalwood, but a touch of sweetness.

Hippy Christmas

an earthy blend of fresh patchouli, herbal sandalwood, with hints of
strawberry and raspberry with a down of fresh vanilla and peppermint leaf

Holly Jolly

A wintry twist of the classic Christmas floral. This scent blends notes of
clean, fresh winter air, earthy leafy greens, ylang and black tea with a
solid base of musk, sandalwood and fir.

Honeycomb

is a fragrance that is like a spring garden fresh in bloom. It is a floral
classic fragrance that starts with opening notes of geranium, rose petals,
and velvety violets that are surrounded by fresh orchard fruits and sweet
honey nectar.

Honeysuckle

is a heady, intoxicating, sweet blend of yellow floral and nectarous,
honeyed, almost fruity tonality.

Honeysuckly & White Patchouli

a beautiful, soothing blend of fragrant Chinese honeysuckle and
relaxing patchouli. This sophisticated feminine scent is absolutely divine
in a warm and indulgent way.

Hot Buttered Rum
Indian Sandlewood

begins with top notes of rum and is complimented with base notes of
creamy buttery toffee.
is described as a warm, sweet, rich, woodsy fragrance.

Indonesian Teakwood

A rich and intriguing blend of falling leaves, fresh citrus, fireside warmth,
indonesian teakwood, patchouli and amber.

Jack Frost

A crisp clean peppermint aroma with hints of vanilla bean. Many of our
customers sell this fragrance year round by renaming it Buttermint Candy.

Japanese Cherry Blossom

is a Floralfragrance for women. Top notes are plum, pear and apple;
middlenotes are mimosa, tuberose, lily, kyoto rose petals and japanese
cherry blossom; base notes are sandalwood, amber, patchouli, cinnamon,
himalayan cedar, musk, vanilla and oakmoss.

Knock Out

A spicy, rich, warm woody fragrance with bright notes of lime, bergamot,
and pineapple enhanced with notes of rose, muguet lily, and jasmine;
sitting on masculine base notes of green moss, dark musk, cedar,
sandalwood, and amber. Compare this fragrance oil by Natures Garden
to Old Spice Swagger.

Lavender

distinctively herbaceous smell that reminds of the natural scent of
flowering lavender

Lavender Apple

Lavender Apple fragrance starts with top notes of red delicious apple,
raspberries, plum, and sugar; followed by middle notes of floral rosaceous
green notes, lilac, pear, and eucalyptus; and sits on a powdery, woodsy
musk base note.

Lavender Chamomile

A soothing blend of lavender pedals and fresh chamomile

Lemon Lavender

a garden fresh blend which opens with bright lemon and sweet orange.
The citrustones are lifted with eucalyptus as they lead to a
classiclavender bouquet at the heart of the scent. ... At the base of
the scent orange blossom blends with a woody tone to support the
garden character.

Lemongrass Green Tea

subtle scents of woody orris and jasmine, this invigorating blend of green
tea leaves andlemongrass creates a revitalizing and exotic atmosphere.

Like a Boss
Lilac

Like a Boss fragrance oil is classified as a sharp, spicy, lavender, amber
fragrance a blend of oak, cedar, mandarin, musk and amber. Compare
Natures Garden's Like a Boss fragrance oil to Hugo Boss Fragrance.
Just like a freshly bloomed lilac bush in the spring

Lime Citronella

a wonderful combination of essential oil of citronella, with notes of lemon,
fresh lime, and white flowers.

Little Black Dress

A seductive multifaceted fragrance. A woody oriental blend with light
citrus followed by florals of jasmine rose and lily on a base of soothing
musk sandalwood and exotic patchouli

Loving Spell

composed of sweet bouquet of mandarin orange, bergamot, and
tangerine enhanced by hints of fresh peaches, strawberries, and
raspberries on an undertone of white musk.

Madagascar Spice

is a confident, alluring blend of spicy notes of clove and black pepper with
fresh topnotes of sweet midseason orange.

Manly Man

has energizing citrus notes mixed with subtle touches of clean, classic
rose petals, infused with smoldering notes of frankincense and myrrh.
Cashmere woods, sandalwood and sensual musks bring this rugged
creation to a finish with a soft powdery dry down.

Margarita

is a fresh lime fragrance with hints of lemon rinds and fresh greenery.
This fragrance oil has high levels of essential oil of lime for a true-to-name
aroma.

Midsummer Nights

Warm, toasted marshmallows, smoldering woods and rich vanilla cream
blend together seamlessly. This complex fragrance will remind you of
toasting marshmallows around the campfire.
An intoxicating and masculine blend of musk, patchouli, sage and
mahogany cologne.

Mistletoe

the aromatic scent of fresh greenery, top notes of pine and
plump Mistletoe berries will fill your home with a welcoming crispy,
clean perfume that is sure to please.

Monkey Farts
Motor Oil

A unique blend of bananas, fresh grapefruit, with strawberries, kiwi,
bubble gum and a touch of vanilla. A favorite for children's soap
The distinct scent of engine oil. Strong and realistic

Mr. Pepper MD

A blend of spicy orange and cherry notes with hints of toasted almond,
clove and cinnamon create a totally unique fragrance.

Mulberry

a classic mulberry enhanced by cinnamon stick, wild berries and bitter
orange peels

Nag Champa

the aroma of incense; patchouli, sandalwood, and dragon's blood working
together to create this wonderful blend.

Oatmeal, Milk & Honey

is the wonderful fresh aroma of hawthorne, with nuances of creamy
French vanilla, soy milk and a base note of nutty almond.

Olive Branch

This musky floral opens with citrus highlights of fresh lemon and sweet
orange.

Orange Blossom

is an extremely potent, floral scent, with bitter top notes of green
citrus. Orange blossom essential oil is used in fine fragrance to give them
a robust, sensual aroma.

Orange Clove

is the wonderful aroma of fresh orange slices with hints of nutmeg,
cinnamon, and clove.

Orange Soda Pop
Orange Ultra

A "fizzie", citrus aldehydic explosion of strong Brazilian orange peel,
Californian orange, Japanese grapefruit, and Lemon zests sitting on a dry
down of vanilla.
Smells like fresh squeezed oranges. This scent is nice and strong

Passionfruit Nectarine

A tantalizing fusion of passionfruit nectar and juicy nectarine slices with
notes of ripe mango, lemon zest, rome apple and plumeria.

Marshmallow Fireside

Patchouli

smells spicy, woody, and musky. Its sweet and earthy aroma is mixes
well with scents like frankincense, cedarwood, jasmie, rose, and vanilla.
Use patchouli fragrance oil as the base scent in soaps and perfumes.

Pear & Pomegranate

is an effervescent blend of citrus and melon notes that are accented with
crisp greens to create a champagne accent for this fruity scent. Orchard
pear and fresh apple balance at the heart of the fragrance, while a hint of
apple blossom creates texture for the fruity accord. Luxurious musk
undertones soften the blend.

Peppermint

has a powerful, minty-fresh, camphoraceous, cool, and
distinctive fragrance.

Petals of Spring
Pina Colada
Pine Forest

with top notes of freesia, and jasmine, followed by notes of lily of the
valley, honeysuckle; base notes of plum and raspberry.
is a tropical combination of sweet pineapple and coconut.
is a pleasant blend of fir and balsam

Pink Chiffon

An airy blend of soft pink petals, creamy blonde woods, and vanilla bean
chiffon

Pink Grapefruit

A vibrant, fruity citrus fragrance where notes of freshly sliced grapefruit
are combined with sweet Brazilian orange, gentle green floral hints and a
base of musk and patchouli.

Pink Orchid & Amber

A sensual medley of delicate orchid blossoms wrapped in soft, comforting
amber create a beautiful summer bouquet.

Pink Sands
Pink Sugarplum

Bright citrus tones and juicy fruit accents surround this delicate bouquet of
sweet florals and fresh greens . Underlying tones of sweet musk, coconut
and spiced vanilla add a calming quality to the scent.
A tantalizing blend of sugared plum, sparkling tangerine & vanilla musk

Polo Match

is a sweet, fruity floral aroma composed of tropical plumeria flowers,
fresh fruity top notes, on a lovely green bottom
is classified as a sharp, woody, dry fragrance. This masculine scent
possesses a blend of leather, wood, tobacco, basil and
oakmoss. Compare Natures Garden's Polo Match to the popular Polo
fragrance.

Potpourri Spice

is a spicy combination of freshly ground cinnamon sticks, nutmeg, ginger,
and clove.

Plumeria
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Pumpkin Pie Spice

is the aroma of sweet cream pumpkin, complimented with nuances of
nutmeg, cinnamon, clove, and ginger; rounded out with buttery vanilla
notes.

Pumpkin Spice

Dark, creamy and rich, with notes of cinnamon, cardamom and nutmeg,
this is the quintessential fall fragrance

Rain

is a refreshing ozony aroma with hints of lily of the valley, fresh hyacinth,
with a top note of wisteria.

Red Delicious Apple

is absolutely the best apple scent you will find! Strong and true, Red
delicious apple fragrance is simply amazing!

Reineer Poo

begins with top notes of apples and pears; followed by middle notes of
eucalyptus, pine, and geranium; and well-balanced with base notes of
vanilla, cedarwood, and patchouli.

Rootbeer

is a very true-to-name fragrance oil. The refreshing aroma of a rootbeer
soda.

Rosemary Mint

Home grown garden rosemary mingling with cool peppermint and
spearmint leaves makes for a very awakening combination of herbs and
mint.

Sacred Sandalwood

is comprised of smooth, silky sandalwood, powdery amber and velvety
florals with a touch of musks for a hint of sensuality.

Sage & Citrus

Wonderful aroma of top notes of mandarin, tangerine, ruby red grapefruit,
and lemon rinds, with base notes of fresh sage leaves.

Salted Caramel

begins with top notes of sweetened creamed butter and sea salt; followed
by middle notes of caramel; sitting on base notes of vanilla, maple, and
sweetened condensed milk. Smells edible, unfortunately it is not

Salty Mariner

Salty marine notes and fresh rain mingle with lily of the valley, jasmine,
leafy greens, pine and musk.

Sandalwood

a rich and sweet with notes of cedarwood, jasmine, and gardenia,
mingled with musk at the base to produce an exotic fragrance.

Saphron & Cedar

is a wonderful arrangement of fresh-cut cedar trees surrounded by saffron
spice, violet, and geranium; all sitting on base notes of vetiver and warm
musk.

Snickerdoodle

has top notes of sugar, cinnamon, caramel, and creamy butter, rounded
out with a smooth base of vanilla.

Snowman Balls

is a sexy, spicy blend of peppercorns, nutmeg, and fresh clove;
embodied with notes of elderberries, blackberries, plums, and fresh green
oakmoss; with magical, effervescent top notes of carbonated fizzy pop
and just a hint of cool mint.

Southern Vanilla
Sparkling Snowflakes

A fantastic, rich vanilla with buttery undertones. It's a wonderful standalone candle fragrance oil, but also makes a great blender for scents that
need depth.
Sweet juices of rich black plum cascade over fresh, green pine needles.

Spiced Autumn Wreath

This scent smells exactly like you think it would - an Autumn wreath
hanging on the front door. Apples, pears, and mandarin rinds are woven
into a wreath made of dried leaves and decorated with spicy cinnamon
stick, cloves, and vanilla pods. This is straight up Autumn in a bottle.
Strong, heady, amazing!

Spiced Coquito

Creamy rum and fresh eggs are combined with tropical coconut milk,
zesty grated nutmeg, peppery cinnamon, and rich, buttery vanilla.

Spiced Pumpkin Latte

is a refreshing blend of cranberry relish and orange zests with hints of
ginger, nutmeg, and cinnamon
One whiff of this and you'll be transported to your nearest coffee shop and
the beloved annual autumn treat. Inhale the delicious blend of rich milk
and creamy butter followed by the intoxicating and heady scent of coffee,
decadent pumpkin, cinnamon, and nutmeg. Sweet notes of sugared
maple and chocolate cream round out this satisfying and heart-warming
scent.

Strawberries & Cream
Strawberry

The aroma of fresh, juicy strawberries with just the right amount of
creamy sweetened whipped cream.
is a berry scent that smells like real strawberries.

Strawberry Daiquari

is a refreshing blend of fresh strawberries, and lemon zests with a hint of
fresh vanilla.

Strawberry Kiwi
Strawberry Patch

is the wonderful balanced blend of fresh strawberries, rounded out with
just the right amount of tart kiwi.
Fresh cut strawberries with leafy greens.

Strawberry Soda Pop
Sugar Cookie

A delicious, bubbly, sugary strawberry accord intermingled with fruity
notes of raspberry and peaches sitting on base notes of vanilla and
musk.
Warm baked sugar cookies with lots of sprinkled sugar on top.

Spiced Cranberry

Sugared Spruce

Sugared Spruce fragrance oil has notes of stately Blue Spruce, earthen
moss, warm cedar wood, and balsam wood rounded out with a base of
vanilla and caramel butter with sweet berry hints, cassis, and sugar
crystals.

Suit & Tie

Blood rose and wild geraniums blended with seductive notes of bergamot
and gold amber.

Sweet Amber Musk

A deeply sensual and erotic scent, this is an emotional fragrance that
invites you to sniff again and again

Sweet Berrylicious

Sweet strawberries, red raspberries, melon balls with a hint of cotton
candy and warm vanilla sugar.

Sweet Orange Chili Pepper

is the sassy, saucy combination of Valencia Orange, Sparkling
Bergamot, Tangerine Zest, Tart Cassis, Orange Juice, Neroli, Ground
Pepper, Fiery Chili Pepper, and Sheer Musk.

Sweet Pea

An English garden reminiscent of hyacinth, lily of the valley, violets and
wild jasmine with a background of light herbal and musky notes.

Sweet Pea Vanilla

is a harmonious blend of ripe red berries, juicy bing cherries, floral sweet
pea, and sweet creamy coconut drizzled with vanilla create the recipe for
this decadent treat.

Sweet Pumpkin

A mouth-watering pumpkin scent! Notes of pumpkin puree, buttered rum,
nutmeg, warm ginger and creamy, sugary vanilla. Although this oil does
have spice notes, it is not a "pumpkin pie" scent - it has more balance of
pumpkin flesh and spice..

Teakwood & Cardamom

An exotic, masculine blend of teakwood surrounded by rich spices of
cardamom, cinnamon, and clove; sitting on base notes of cedar, amber,
sandalwood, and patchouli.

Tobacco & Bay Leaf

A beautiful blend of bay leaf, fir needles, cedarwood, and bergamot. This
is a great fresh clean fragrance with neutral tones.

Tobacco Caramel

begins with top notes of mandarin orange and tarragon; middle
notes include rose, honey, and osmanthus; base notes are caramel,
amber, musk, and hints of patchouli.

Tricks or Treats

with top notes of pumpkin, persimmon, and apple; followed by middle
notes of blueberries, elderberries, currants, orange and cinnamon; and
well rounded with base notes of sugar cane and vanilla

Tropical Soda Pop

An effervescent burst of juicy orange, sweet bing cherry and sparkling red
raspberry blend with fruity floral notes of dried plum plus a pop of violet to
create this mouthwatering soda fragrance

Twigs & Berries

is a fruity floral combination of strawberries, oranges, and apples;
accompanied by sweet floral aromas of jasmine, rose geranium, and
oakmoss.

Twisted Peppermint

A tempting blend of cool, refreshing mint, white sugar, and just a hint of
rich vanilla.

Vanilla Bean Noel
Vanilla Bean

This sweet fragrance of vanilla and sweet buttercream is enriched with
caramel and chocolate with a base of soft musk and a delicious sugar
cookie scent.
is a sweet, sugary aroma of fresh vanilla beans.

Vanilla Champagne

effervescent citrus notes and sweet vanilla combine to make this festive
fragrance! A sparkling aldehydic accent creates a fizzy effect for the
citrus top notes of lime and orange to open this blend. Hints of green
floral and rum liquor notes from the fragrant heart. Clear woody tones
combine with earthy accents while a base of vanilla bean surrounds the
fragrance. So incredibly unique and fun!

Vanilla Lavender

is a relaxing and tranquil scent that is also unique and memorable. A
well-rounded combination of fresh lavender, fresh vanilla beans, with
orange zests and patchouli.

Watermelon Taffy

A fruity blend of watermelon, lime, lemon, and bergamot intertwine with
marigold and melon on a base of white musk and vanilla.

Wild Musk

Imagine a weekend getaway to a tropical island…the fresh fruits, floral
blossoms and warm air of this fragrance set the tone for a mini escape.
smells similar to Coty's Wild Musk. Sensual skin musks blended
together with exotic jasmine, ylang ylang warmed by sandalwood and
amber.

Wintery Candy Apple

is a fun fragrance that begins with top notes of crispy apple, pineapple,
and zests of orange; followed by middle notes of neroli and
cinnamon; embodied with base notes of sandalwood, fresh musk,
bamboo, and patchouli.

Weekend in Maui

